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[57] ABSTRACT     _ 

A system is provided for temperature compensating and 
monitoring the energy of a lithium battery. In this 
method, a temperature compensation factor is deter- 
mined according to a value of temperature. A determi- 
nation is made of the energy usage while the battery 
operates at that temperature. The temperature usage is 
then compensated in accordance with the temperature 
compensation factor. A second temperature, along with 
a second temperature compensation factor, is deter- 
mined. A second energy level is determined and com- 
pensated as described for the first. A cumulative energy 
usage is determined according to the first and second 
compensated energy usage values. 

10 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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measure charging current, or a magnetic property 
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED LITHIUM thereof, and weighs.4his with a factor dependent on the 

BATTERY ENERGY MONITOR predetermined gassing voltage which changes with 
temperature. Furthermore, Bader pertains to second- 

STATE OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 5   ary> rechargeable batteries. Thus Bader does not teach a 
The invention described herein may be manufactured method of measuring the relevant properties of primary 

and used by and for the United States of America for lithium batteries, such as the remaining charge level in 
governmental purposes without the payment of any the battery. 
royalties thereon or therefor. U.S. Pat. No. 3^44,343, issued to John, teaches a 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION retained capacity indicator using a mercury coulometer 
and thermister. Thus, the system of John does not pro- 

This invention relates to the field of monitoring the vide , method of monitoring primarv batteries so that 

energy level of storage batteries and in particular, to a the cumulative cha used is continually acc0unted for 
device for temperature compensating such measure- and nsated for temperature. Additionally, John 
ments. At this time, approximately twenty million dol- 1J . . . ., A. A ,' . 
lars is spent per year for lithium batteries for portable doeS .not at ™l t,me ?,r™de *e Percent of charSe 

communication equipment. This is expected to increase remaining which is available to the user, 
to fifty million dollars a year in a few years when most Therefore, a monitor is needed to reduce mdiscnmi- 
of the batteries for portable communication equipment nate "placement of partially used primary batteries 
are lithium. Therefore it is beneficial to provide a moni- 20 dunnS field operation and to permit reuse of partially 
tor device for conveniently and reliably determining the discharged primary batteries. In order to achieve this a 
remaining charge level or energy level of lithium batter- determination of battery performance parameters 
ies by the equipment operator. which feature very flat voltage discharge curves it is 

The lack of such an energy monitor device has been necessary to measure charge unit time, to add and store 
a major cost of waste due to the disposal of partly used 2* the results, and to activate appropriate visual indicators, 
batteries. Conversely, if there is no means for determin- A press-to-test status button is suggested to prevent the 
ing the charge level of the lithium batteries, it cannot be indicator from consuming power when not in use. 
determined when the battery needs to be replaced. This An object of this invention is a low cost lithium bat- 
creates a potentially hazardous situation for the opera- tery energy monitor that provides a visual indication of 
tor at low end voltage of the battery. It also results in 30 energy remaininc 
reduced safety and reliability since partially used batter- A further object of ,his inventjon fe tQ automaticalIy 

ies which are not disposed of may be exhausted at inop-       „ . . :,      .    ,        .      . ..   ..       . _      ..       _,     :..   .   :   .,'     ,     ,       . \        process and integrate charge based upon activation of portune times. Thus it is desirable to develop a low cost,       *1   . ,    * * *^ 
lithium battery energy monitor which will provide a l , J?aa °n |"e bat.tery- . 
visual indication of the energy remaining in the battery 35     h ,s a further obJect of th,s dev,ce to Prov'de a read- 
to a user of equipment powered by lithium batteries. out actlvated by a test switch. 

It is known in the art to monitor battery consumption In addition to monitoring current dram, the tempera- 
using monitor circuits. U.S. Pat. No. 4,556,061 issued to ture must also be monitored since the rate of battery 
Barrerars on Dec. 3, 1985, detects the voltage drop discharge varies significantly with temperature, 
across a resistor in series with batteries supplying cur- 40      T,DIT;C nrcroiimnM /-»u -rue ™Ai«i«rc 
rent to a cardiac pacer system. The voltage drop is BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
amplified and applied to a voltage controlled oscillator          Other objects, advantages and novel features of the 
which provides a pulse wave proportional to current invention will become apparent from the following 
flow through the resistor. A counter provides a cumula- detailed description of the invention when considered in 
live count which represents battery consumption. Ex- 45 conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
ternal magnetic interrogation signals are applied to the          FIG. 1 shows a simplified block diagram representa- 
pacer to retrieve the charge data. However, the system tion 0f the lithium battery energy monitor system of the 
of Barrears does not provide any temperature compen- present invention 

^V?^* „     ,,    ,„„,,.»„,.       .     „ .    . . . FIG. 2 shows a more detailed block diagram repre- 
ss Pat. No. 3895,284, issued to Schwiezer on Jul. 50 mUüon of ^ ,uhium fe monitor        m 

15, 1975, teaches the monitoring of starter batteries for <• jq—  j 
motor vehicles. While the system of Schwiezer teaches m/-'■»■'. ft ..   . ••       r.i.      t 
the subject of temperature compensation, it does not .. FIG/ 3*OWS a graph,cal rePr?*ntat'°n °f *e rela- 
comper«ate state of charge calculations on a continuous !'ons^P ^^ ^P6™«»" a"d «« m«Dred capac- 
jjjjjj j, lty of a host battery which may be monitored by the 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,323,849, issued to Smith discloses a B*j»? ba"ery cner«y monitor system of FIG- »• 
coulometer wherein a signal representative of charge L

FIG- 4 shows a deta,lcd schematic representation of 
associated with a storage battery is applied to an inte- the llth,unl battery energy monitor system of FIG. 1. 
grator.  The number of ampere-hours of available SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
charge are displayed and some temperature compensa- 60 
tion is performed. However, in the system of Smith A system « provided for temperature compensating 
temperature compensation is only performed with re- and monitoring the energy of a lithium battery. In this 
spect to thermal effects within the electronics rather method, a temperature compensation factor is deter- 
than the temperature of the battery being monitored. mined according to a value of temperature. A determi- 

U.S. Pat. No. 3,906,329, issued to Bader, teaches a 65 nation is made of the energy usage while the battery 
method for measuring the charge condition of galvanic operates at that temperature. The temperature usage is 
energy sources and an apparatus for carrying out the then compensated in accordance with the temperature 
method. However, the method and system of Bader compensation factor. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE p0WCr c,omPara,
1
0

r
r ** for comparison with a negative 

INVENTION voltage level and for sumrfling and threshold detection. 
The output of low power comparator 48 is applied to 

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown lithium       low power DC amplifier 50 for inversion prior to differ- 
battery energy monitor system 10 of the present inven-  5   entiation by RC differentiator 54 and application to 
tion. Lithium battery energy monitor system 10 moni-       microprocessor controller 22. 
tors host battery 12 and provides a display on display In addition to initialization of this procedure in accor- 
unit 24 for indicating the percent of charge remaining in dance with the voltage signal of voltage signal line 13 as 
host battery 12. Current amplifier 14 of energy monitor applied to amplifier 44, this procedure may be initialized 
system 10 detects when host battery 12 provides load 10 manually within lithium battery energy monitor system 
current to load 11. A signal representative of the load 10 by means of manual interrupt 53. Manual interrupt 53 
current is applied to microprocessor controller 22 by is provided with a pushbutton switch 52 or a push-to- 
current amplifier 14 by way of input multiplexer 18 and test switch 52. When pushbutton switch 52 is depressed, 
analog-to-digital converter 20. line 55 is grounded. Manual interrupt 53 provides de- 

Since load current readings of current amplifier 14 15 bouncing of the negative going signal on line 55 due to 
are temperature sensitive, lithium battery energy moni- depression of pushbutton switch 52. When pushbutton 
tor system 10 is provided with temperature sensor 16 switch 52 is depressed and the resulting signal is de- 
for sensing the temperature of host battery 12. Temper- bounced, manual interrupt 53 applies a signal to sum- 
ature sensor 16 applies an electrical signal representa- ming input 46 to initialize the process as previously 
tive of the temperature of host battery 12 to micro- 20 described in connection with the signal provided to 
processor controller 22 by Way of input multiplexer 18 summing input 46 by low power amplifier 44. Addition- 
and analog-to-digital convenor 20. Microprocessor ally, when pushbutton switch 52 is depressed, manual 
controller 22, executing programs stored in EPROM interrupt 53 provides the signal to display driver 26 or 
28, keeps a running tally of the amount of energy used. current amplifier 26 for activating visual display 24 to 
A visual indication of the amount of load battery 12 25 provide a visual indication of the percent of energy 
energy remaining is provided on visual display 24 under       remaining in host battery 12. 
the control of microprocessor controller 22 by wa of Referring to FIG. 3, there is shown temperature 
decoder/driver 26. graph 100. Temperature graph 100 provides a graphical 

Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a more representation of the relationship between sample tern- 
detailed schematic representation of lithium battery 30 peratures of host battery 12 and the measured charge 
energy monitor system 10 of the present invention. Host capacity of host battery 12 taken at three different tern- 
battery 12 provides energy to low power regulators 40 peratures. Twelve different samples were taken to de- 
by way of line 39 for operating the circuitry of lithium termine curves 102, 104 of temperature graph 100. 
battery energy monitor system 10. Thus, the design of Curve 102 of temperature graph 100 indicates the high 
the circuitry of lithium battery energy monitor system 35 limit of actual measured charge of samples of host bat- 
10 must be selected to minimize the amount of parasitic tery 12 as a function of temperature. Curve 104 of tem- 
energy drain on host battery 12 resulting from energiz- perature graph 100 represents the low limit of actual 
ing energy monitor system 10 by host battery 12. The measured charge of the samples of host battery 12. An 
circuitry of lithium battery monitor system 10 also re- additional parameter, the temperature compensation 
quires negative DC supply 42 for providing operational 40 factor, is shown on the right hand column or ordinate. 
amplifier negative reference voltages. The temperature compensation factor values are multi- 

When an equipment load is applied to host battery 12, pliers that increase in value as temperature curves 102, 
a negative voltage signal is sensed across two one-hun- 104 fall off due to increased capacity at the low temper- 
dredths ohm sense resister 41 by way of voltage signal      atures. 
line 13. Voltage signal line 13 is also applied to current 45 The temperature compensation factor is determined 
amplifier 14 as previously described. The output of according to the relative ability of battery 12 to provide 
current amplifier 14 may range from two hundred milli- energy at differing temperatures. For example, when it 
volts to five volts depending on the amount of load is determined that a battery discharging at one tempera- 
current demanded from energy monitor system 10 and ture can only provide energy for one half the amount of 
the energy remaining in host battery 12. The voltage 50 time that the battery can provide energy at the refer- 
level at the output of current amplifier 14 is applied to ence temperature, a temperature compensation factor of 
input multiplexer 18 along with the output of tempera- two is determined. Thus any energy provided at that 
ture sensor 16 as previously described in order to be temperature is weighed twice as heavily as energy at the 
multiplexed into a single data line 19 for analog-to-digi- reference temperature when determining the cumula- 
te! conversion by analog-to-digital converter 20. After 55 tive energy used. For example, one ampere-hour at 
analog-to-digital conversion of the data signal on data twenty degrees Fahrenheit weighs as heavily as two 
line 19, the digital data signal is applied to microproces- ampere-hours at seventy degrees Fahrenheit. Thus sys- 
sor controller 22 by analog-to-digital converter 20. The tem 10 is a coulometer which corrects for temperature 
output voltage level of temperature sensor 16 may be during discharging of battery 12 by selecting tempera- 
between approximately two and one-quarter volts and 60 ture compensation factor from a look-up table within 
three and one-third volts. microprocessor 22 according to the temperature sensed 

The voltage signal of voltage signal line 13 is also       by temperature sensor 16. 
applied to low power amplifier 44 for indicating that the Referring now to FIG. 4, a more detailed schematic 
load coupled to energy monitor system 10 has been representation of lithium battery energy monitor system 
activated and that measurement of the energy being 65 10 is shown. Initialization of lithium battery energy 
provided by host battery 12 should be initialized by monitor system 10 occurs when system lo is first con- 
microprocessor controller 22. The output of low power nected to host battery 12. Regulator 202 of energy mon- 
amplifier 44 is applied to summing input 46 of low       itor system 10 supplies positive voltage to microproces- 
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sor controller 22. When this connection is made, volt- stored. Microprocessor controller 22 then acquires a 
age to microprocessor controller 22 is delayed through temperature sample,by way of line 204. Current and 
« ,      "tegntor allowing microprocessor controller temperature inputs are continuously provided to micro- 
22 to initialize. Under these circumstances, no load processor controller 22 by way of lines 206,208, respec- 
current from host battery 12 is present except a few  5 lively. Inverting amplifier-integrator 14 provides a cali- 
milliamperes used to power lithium battery energy brated voltage gain of one-hundred at zero offset to 
monitor system 10 in its operate mode. analog-to-digital converter 20. Current amplifier 14, in 

During initialization energy monitor system 10 as- cascade with sense resister 41, applies a voltage between 
sumes a full charge value of 25,000 coulombs (6.9 AH) approximately two-tenths of a volt and five volts to 
and stores it within microprocessor controller 22. This 10 analog-to-digital converter 20. This voltage represents 
charge value is slightly greater than the 24,480 cou- transceiver operation in the receive mode at one-hun- 
lombs specified charge value for an unused host battery dred milliamps, or a high level of two and one-half 
12. In the next step, temperature sensor 16 is read by amperes in the transmit mode. These currents, by way 
microprocessor controller 22 in order to determine of two one-hundredths ohm current sensing resister 41, 
whether temperature sensor 16 provides an in-range 15 generate a two millivolt or fifty millivolt signal, respec- 
™w? ^ 'ffmg temPf "ture «^ " by ™y °f lively. This signal, when provided to current amplifier 
analog-to-digital converter 20 is out of range, an error 14 having a gain of one-hundred, results in approxi- 
agnal is provided by microprocessor controller 22 and mately two-tenths of a volt or five volts, respectively. 
K2 ? f 1 f 8y M 0u^':ran«e valu« for Temperature sensor 16 provides., one microampere 
this read „g of temperature sensor 16 by way of analog- 20 per degree Kelvin (lua/'K) linear output over the useful 
to-digital converter 20 may be less than approximately range of energy monitor system 10. this current is 
two and one-quarter volts or greater than three and supplied to resistor 218 for applying a continuous volt- 
one-.         o                     „     ,,   , »ge to analog-to-digital convenor 20 ranging from ap- 

Microprocessor controller 22 then determines the proximately two and one-quarter volts to three and 
level of current amplifier 14 to detect out-of-range cur- 25 one-third volte. This voltage range applied by tempera- 
rent also by way of analog-to-digital converter 20. If ture sensor 16 represents a temperature range of approx- 
the load current of host battery 12 is greater than imately negative forty seven degrees to positive sixty 
twenty "Hampem, an indication is provided on visual degrees centigrade Microprocessor controller 22 decre- 
display 24. If the temperature and current data are both ments charge accordingly from the starting value of 
within the specified ranges, as determined by micro- 30 25,000 coulombs 
processor controller readings of temperature sensor 16 As previously described, an interrupt is provided for 
™-Zenlf*mP rapeCÜVfy' \n lndication is interrogating lithium battery energy monitor system 10 
provided. Microprocessor controller then turns off, to determine the percent level of charge remaining in 
clears the power-on control line, enables the interrupts host battery 12 The interrogation can only be per- 
of microprocessor controller 22 and stops the oscillator. 35 formed when the host batteries are removed from the 
M|croprocessor controller 22 is then in the stop mode assembly case (not shown). Energy monitor system 10 
and is activated only by an external interrupt signal resides either on or in host battery 12. Two batteries are 
^tm8.c"er8,zln8of^1^- u required m the tottery «sembly case. The battery cS 

The mitiahzation mode is entered by energy monitor mounts on the PRC-204 marine field radio or trans- 
system 10 when host battery 12 is m its assembly case 40 ceiver or other suitable battery powered system, 
(not shown) and the transceiver load powered by host Switch 52 may be depressed to provide a neaative 
battery 12 is m either the transmit mode or the receive _ level to manual interrupt 53 which provides debouncing 
mwf',„„,_               .,.,,... «s previously described. Manual interrupt true output 

Microprocessor controller 22 » thus activated and line 57 is applied to summing input 46 of comparator 48. 
data is processed when an interrupt signal appears. 45 This enables the interrupt request of microprocessor 
sending execution of microprocessor controller 22 to controller 22 which in turn enables visual display 24 as 
rS T  r,   ."^rOU,lneS- CUrrent t0 ^ tranS- Previou*ly described. When the interrupt request rou- 
ceiver load is detected as a negative voltage signal on tine of microprocessor controller 22 determines that 
voltage signal line 13 at input sense resistor 41 as previ- push-to-test switch 52 has been depressed, the charee 
«?£££"«»ed. This vdtagesignalof line 13 is applied 50 remaining in host battery 12 is deemed a^dappro^ 
to inverting amplifier 44, summer 46, and comparator ate characters are enabled on display 26*  An LED 
48. Inverting amplifier 44, summer 46 and comparator control signal is enabled by microprocessor controller 
48 combine to detect current in excess of one hundred 22 and applied to pin 9. IC5, by way of line 220 in order 
mdhamperes and apply alow state output to base resis- to provide voltage to darlington amplifier 26a. Darling- 

TnüS^Ä? If? 212- , " ?n ampHf,Cr 26a Providcs hi«h "™" LED «Polity Transistors 212, 213 are a cascaded, complementary       for operating display 24 by way of decoder 26* 
amp ificr pair providing low power standby and voltage The push-to-test status function is provided within 
Ä .hi 0n„ ^ C?"duc,.,n8 A™8*}le «öin« volt- «»hi»™ battery energy monitor systeni 10 to prevent 
age at the co lector of transistor 213 is differentiated by visual display 24 from consuming pWr except when in 
the combination of capacitor 216 and diode 217 and 60 use. Energy monitor system 10 initializes when first 
applied to microprocessor controller 22. Resistor 214 connected to host battery 12 and must remain con- 
provides recharging of capacitor 216 to positive five nected to host battery 12 until host battery 12 is ex- 
volts Microprocessor controller 22 then determines pended in order to provide accurate measurements. In 
whether an interrupt was due to load current by detect- addition to monitoring the current drain of host battery 

I gM ! Sta,US °f Push-,,°-t1?
t ™lt*h 52- 65 12, the temperature is also monitored by energy monitor 

^ Microprocessor controller 22 then provides the nee- system 10 since the rate of host battery 12 discharge 
essary control signal to analog-to-digital converter 20 to varies significantly with temperature. Eight-bit analog- 
acquire a digital value of the load current. This data is to-digital converter 20 is provided within energy moni- 
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tor system 10 to convert the voltage and load 1 current 2. The method for monitoring the charge of a battery 
levels detected by current sensor 14 into digital format of claim 1, wherein step>(b) comprises determining a 
and transfer this data to microprocessor controller 22 relationship between a first time value, representative of 
over microwire interface 204. Operation of energy discharge durations of a battery at said first and second 
monitor system 10 is under program control in accor- 5 determined temperatures, and a second time value, rep- 
dance with commands stored in EPROM 28. Lithium resentative of discharge duration of said battery at a 
energy monitor system 10 may be fabricated on a circuit reference temperature. 
board approximately two inches by four inches using 3-The method for monitoring the charge of a battery 
medium scale integration. Using large scale integration of claim 2> comprising the further steps of: 
and application specific integrated circuits, temperature 10     (0 determining a plurality of said relationships at 
compensated lithium energy monitor system 10 may be , differing temperatures; and, 
formed as a low power timing device in a size approxi- (g) storing said plurality of determined relationships, 
mately equal to the size of a digital quartz watch. 4 The method for monitoring the charge of a battery 

Many modifications and variations of the present of.claJm 3- wherein step (b) comprises selecting<a deter- 
inventionarepossibleinviewoftheabovedisclosure.lt ,5 m!n?   ««red relationship of said plurahty of stored 
is therefore tobe understood, that within the scope of relationships in accordance with said first temperature. 
,              ,  ,   . .       »u    •       •■              t.          .• 5. The method for monitoring the charge of a battery the appended claims, the invention may be practice ,  . .    ,            . .     ..    , J?       .       , . .      . . 
..       .    ,,                 -i-   ii   j       u J °' claim 1, comprising the further step of determining 

otherwise than as specifically described. ^ ^^ of ^^ *emaining jn ^„„y m acc0]? 

1 claim:                     ....           ,   , 20 dance with said cumulative charge usage. 
1. A method for monitoring the charge of a battery, 6 Jhe method for monitoring the charge of a battery 

comprising the steps of: of claim 5, comprising the further step of providing a 
(a) determining first and second temperatures at dif- djsp]ay in accordance with ^ determined percentage 

«fenng times; 0f charge remaining. 
(b) determining first and second temperature com- 25 7 The method for monitoring the charge of a battery 

pensation factors in accordance with said first and of clajm 5> comprising the further steps of: 
second temperatures respectively wherein said first Q se]ecting a starting value of stored charge; and, 
and second temperature compensation factors dif- QQ decreasing the value of stored charge in accor- 
fer from each other; dance with said compensated charge usage. 

(c) determining first and second charge usages while 30 8. The method for monitoring the charge of a battery 
said battery discharges at said first and second 0f ciajm j, comprising the further step of providing a 
temperatures respectively, display representative of said compensated charge us- 

(d) compensating said determined first and second age. 
charge usages in accordance with said first and 9. The method for monitoring the charge of a battery 
second temperature compensation factors respec- 35 of claim 8, comprising the further steps of: 
tively; and, (h) providing a display switch; and, 

(e) determining cumulative charge usage in accor- (i) displaying in accordance with said display switch, 
dance with said first and second compensated 10. The method for monitoring the charge of a bat- 
charge usages, whereby said cumulative charge tery of claim 1, wherein step (c) comprises determining 
usage is determined in accordance with differing 40 the amount of current provided by said battery, 
temperature compensation factors. *   *   *   *   * 
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